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Multi-scale turbulence modeling and maximum
information principle. Part 4
L. Tao∗
We explore incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence within the (fourth-order
model) formulation of optimal control and optimization, in contrast to the classical works
of Proudman and Reid (1954) and Tatsumi (1957), with the intention to fix specially their
defect of negative energy spectrum values being developed and to examine generally the
conventional closure schemes. The isotropic forms for the general and spatially degener-
ated fourth order correlations of fluctuating velocity are obtained and the corresponding
primary dynamical equations are derived. The degenerated fourth order correlation con-
tains four scalar functionsDi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, whose determination is the focus of closure. We
discuss the constraints of equality for these functions as required by the self-consistency of
the definition of the degenerated. Furthermore, we develop the constraints of inequality
for the scalar functions based on the application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the
non-negativity of the variance of products, and the non-negativity of the turbulent energy
spectrum. We intend to indicate the difficulty for a conventional scheme to satisfy all
these constraints. As an alternative, we employ the turbulent energy per unit volume as
the objective function to be maximized, under the constraints and the dynamical equa-
tions, with the four scalar functions as the control variables, which is a second-order cone
programming problem. We then treat the asymptotic state solutions at large time and
focus especially on the sub-model where the third order correlation is taken as the control
variable, considering the computing resources available.
1 Introduction
In this part, we investigate incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence within the
fourth-order model, in contrast to the classical works of Proudman and Reid [10] and Tatsumi
[14]; Our purpose is to resolve their flaw of negative energy spectrum values being developed ([8],
[9]). We intend to demonstrate that, though the simplest three-dimensional turbulent motion,
homogeneous isotropic turbulence provides us valuable information on why the conventional
turbulence modeling schemes have their defect and how statistical modeling should be framed.
Here, by the conventional, we mean that a closure is on the basis of certain equality relations
assumed among the correlations involved, especially between the highest order and the lower,
like the quasi-normal adopted in [10] and [14].
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Since we explore a different closure strategy, we need to develop the isotropic tensor repre-
sentation for the general fourth order correlation of fluctuating velocity wi(x)wj(y)wk(z)wl(z′),
under the supposed incompressibility, homogeneity, isotropy and the intrinsic symmetries from
the correlation’s definition. Furthermore, we derive the isotropic tensor representation for the
spatially degenerated fourth order correlation wi(x)wj(x)wk(y)wl(z), considering that the evo-
lution equation governing the third order correlation wi(x)wj(y)wk(z) involves only such a
correlation and the computational complexity of the degenerated is much less than that of the
general. The interrelationship between the two is exploited to reduce the number of the scalar
functions in the representation for the degenerated, which are denoted as Di, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
As a consequence of this representation, we need to re-derive the dynamical equations of evo-
lution for the two scalar functions contained in the well-known isotropic representation for
wi(x)wj(y)wk(z) ([10], [14]).
We discuss in detail the issues regarding the constraints. To guarantee the self-consistency
of the definition of the degenerated correlation, the above-mentioned representation needs to
satisfy additional constraints under more degenerated conditions of spatial positions, such as
wi(x)wj(x)wk(y)wl(y) = wk(y)wl(y)wi(x)wj(x)
and
wi(x)wj(x)wk(x)wl(y) invariant under the permutation of {i, j, k}
These constraints of equality are expected to be satisfied through adequate structures of Di.
There exist several sources of inequality constraints for the correlations. One results from
the application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the correlations and the structure functions
in the physical space. The second is from the requirement of the non-negativity of the variance
of products. The third comes from the non-negativity of the turbulent energy spectrum. These
inequalities are, to a large extent, neglected by or even unenforcible within the conventional
schemes, except the limited implementation of realizability. The satisfactions of these inequal-
ities expectedly impose more restrictions on the structures of Di, in addition to those from
the constraints of equality. We should mention that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the
non-negativity of the variance of products are natural parts of the closure strategy, because the
issue of closure in turbulence arises from the average treatment of the Navier-Stokes equations
and these inequalities are closely related to the mathematical ensemble average operation.
The above-mentioned constraints are intrinsic to homogeneous isotropic turbulence, and
their enforcement poses a great challenge to a conventional scheme, because such a scheme
introduces a set of equality relationships to represent the highest order correlations in terms
of the correlations of lower orders, and these introduced or added may be incompatible with
the intrinsic ones, as demonstrated by the specific results of [8] and [9]. One strategy to ac-
commodate all these intrinsic constraints is to adopt one objective function to be optimized,
constrained by the intrinsic constraints and the dynamical equations of evolution for the cor-
relations, with Di as the control variables. Therefore, the turbulence modeling problem is
converted into an optimal control problem. For homogeneous isotropic turbulence, we tenta-
tively take the turbulent energy per unit volume as the objective function to be maximized, and
it is shown that this mathematical formulation is a second-order cone programming (SOCP)
problem when discretized.
We formulate the problem in both the physical and the Fourier wave-number spaces, the
latter makes it easy to represent the constraints and the objective function explicitly in terms of
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the control variables, which offers us the advantage to use the software packages available like
‘CVX/MOSEK’ ([1], [3]) to find numerical solutions. The employment of Fourier transforms
introduces higher-dimensional integrals, as a negative consequence.
We notice the challenge faced by the present optimal control strategy, such as the large
size of numerical simulation resulting from the numerous constraints and finer discretization
meshes, which places much more demands on computing resources and algorithms. Also, the
issue of selection and redundancy of the constraints and the issue of uniqueness of the solutions
are not yet to be addressed. More information will be gathered from the numerical simulation
under consideration.
The present report is organized as follows. We construct the mathematical structure for
homogeneous isotropic turbulence in Section 2. As done conventionally, we start from the
Navier-Stokes equations, introduce the correlations up to the fourth order and their symmetries,
and present the equations of evolution for the correlations. It is then followed by the Fourier
transforms and the isotropic tensor representations of the correlations up to the fourth order in
the Fourier wave-number space. The primary dynamical equations for the scalar functions are
derived, the constraints of equality and inequality are established either in the wave-number
space or in the physical space, and the issue of objective functions is discussed. Some general
mathematical properties of the resultant SOCP problem are mentioned. In Section 3, we treat
the asymptotic state solutions at large time, discussing certain possible characteristics and
scaling. Due to the restriction of computing resources, we focus on the sub-model where the
third order correlation is taken as the control variable.
2 Basic Formulation
Let us consider homogeneous isotropic turbulence in R3. The fluctuation fields of velocity
wi(x, t) and (scaled) pressure q(x, t) := p(x, t)/ρ are supposedly governed by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations,
∂wk
∂xk
= 0,
∂wi
∂t
+
∂(wiwk)
∂xk
= − ∂q
∂xi
+ ν
∂2wi
∂xk∂xk
,
∂2q
∂xk∂xk
= −∂
2(wlwk)
∂xk∂xl
(2.1)
we can then construct the following equations for the evolution of the multi-point (tensor)
correlations up to the fourth order,
∂
∂xk
wk(x)wj(y) = 0,
∂
∂xk
wk(x)wj(y)wl(z) = 0,
∂
∂yk
wi(x)wj(x)wk(y)wl(z) = 0,
∂
∂xi
wi(x)wj(y)wk(z)wl(z′) = 0,
∂
∂xk
wk(x)q(y) = 0,
∂
∂xk
wk(x)wl(y)q(z) = 0 (2.2)
∂
∂t
wi(x)wj(y) +
∂
∂xk
wi(x)wk(x)wj(y) +
∂
∂yk
wj(y)wk(y)wi(x)
=− ∂
∂xi
q(x)wj(y)− ∂
∂yj
q(y)wi(x) + ν
(
∂2
∂xk∂xk
+
∂2
∂yk∂yk
)
wi(x)wj(y) (2.3)
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∂∂t
wi(x)wj(y)wk(z) +
∂
∂xl
wi(x)wl(x)wj(y)wk(z)
+
∂
∂yl
wj(y)wl(y)wi(x)wk(z) +
∂
∂zl
wk(z)wl(z)wi(x)wj(y)
= − ∂
∂xi
q(x)wj(y)wk(z)− ∂
∂yj
q(y)wi(x)wk(z)− ∂
∂zk
q(z)wi(x)wj(y)
+ ν
(
∂2
∂xl∂xl
+
∂2
∂yl∂yl
+
∂2
∂zl∂zl
)
wi(x)wj(y)wk(z) (2.4)
∂2
∂xkxk
q(x)wj(y) = − ∂
2
∂xk∂xl
wl(x)wk(x)wj(y) (2.5)
∂2
∂xlxl
q(x)wj(y)wk(z) = − ∂
2
∂xm∂xl
wl(x)wm(x)wj(y)wk(z) (2.6)
and
∂2
∂yk∂yk
q(x) q(y) = − ∂
2
∂yk∂yl
q(x)wk(y)wl(y) (2.7)
Following the conventional treatment of homogeneity ([10], [14]), we adopt
Uij(r) := wi(x)wj(y) = wi(0)wj(r), Uijk(r, s) := wi(x)wj(y)wk(z) = wi(0)wj(r)wk(s),
U(ij)kl(r, s) := wi(x)wj(x)wk(y)wl(z) = wi(0)wj(0)wk(r)wl(s),
Uijkl(r, s, s
′) := wi(x)wj(y)wk(z)wl(z′) = wi(0)wj(r)wk(s)wl(s′),
Q(r) := q(x) q(y) = q(0) q(r), Qj(r) := q(x)wj(y) = q(0)wj(r),
Qjk(r, s) := q(x)wj(y)wk(z) = q(0)wj(r)wk(s) (2.8)
Here, r := y−x, s := z−x and s′ := z′−x. The dependence of the correlations on t is suppressed
for the sake of brevity. For the fourth order correlation of velocity fluctuations, we include both
the general Uijkl(r, s, s
′) and the spatially degenerated U(ij)kl(r, s), whose consequences are to
be explored later. The definitions of (2.8) result in the symmetry properties of
Uij(r) = Uji(−r), Uijk(r, s) = Uikj(s, r) = Ujik(−r, s− r) = Ukij(−s, r− s),
U(ij)kl(r, s) = U(ji)kl(r, s) = U(ij)lk(s, r), U(ij)kl(r, r) = U(kl)ij(−r,−r),
U(ij)kl(0, r) = U(ik)jl(0, r), U(ij)kl(0, 0) invariant under permutation of {i, j, k, l},
Uijkl(r, s, s
′) = Uijlk(r, s
′, s) = Uilkj(s
′, s, r) = Uikjl(s, r, s
′) = Ujikl(−r, s− r, s′ − r)
= Ukijl(−s, r− s, s′ − s) = Ulijk(−s′, r− s′, s− s′), U(ij)kl(r, s) = Uijkl(0, r, s),
Q(r) = Q(−r), Qjk(r, s) = Qkj(s, r) (2.9)
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Considering the zero average velocity field, we also impose the inversion symmetry of
Uij(r) = Uij(−r), Uijk(r, s) = −Uijk(−r,−s), U(ij)kl(r, s) = U(ij)kl(−r,−s),
Uijkl(r, s, s
′) = Uijkl(−r,−s,−s′), Q(r) = Q(−r), Qj(r) = −Qj(−r),
Qjk(r, s) = Qjk(−r,−s) (2.10)
With the help of (2.9) and (2.10), we insert (2.8) into (2.2) through (2.7) to get
∂
∂rk
Ukj(r) = 0,
(
∂
∂rk
+
∂
∂sk
)
Ukjl(r, s) = 0,
∂
∂rj
Ukjl(r, s) = 0,
∂
∂rk
U(ij)kl(r, s) = 0,
(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
+
∂
∂s′i
)
Uijkl(r, s, s
′) = 0,
∂
∂rj
Uijkl(r, s, s
′) = 0,
∂
∂rk
Qk(r) = 0,
∂
∂rk
Qkl(r, s) = 0 (2.11)
∂
∂t
Uij(r)− ∂
∂rk
Uikj(0, r) +
∂
∂rk
Ujki(0,−r) = ∂
∂ri
Qj(r)− ∂
∂rj
Qi(−r) + 2 ν ∂
2
∂rk∂rk
Uij(r)
(2.12)
∂
∂t
Uijk(r, s)−
(
∂
∂rl
+
∂
∂sl
)
U(il)jk(r, s) +
∂
∂rl
U(jl)ik(−r, s− r) + ∂
∂sl
U(kl)ij(−s, r− s)
=
∂
∂ri
Qjk(r, s) +
∂
∂si
Qjk(r, s)− ∂
∂rj
Qik(−r, s− r)− ∂
∂sk
Qij(−s, r− s)
+ 2 ν
(
∂2
∂rl∂rl
+
∂2
∂sl∂sl
+
∂2
∂rl∂sl
)
Uijk(r, s) (2.13)
∂2
∂rk∂rk
Qj(r) = − ∂
2
∂rk∂rl
Ulkj(0, r) (2.14)
(
∂
∂rl
+
∂
∂sl
)(
∂
∂rl
+
∂
∂sl
)
Qjk(r, s) = −
(
∂
∂rm
+
∂
∂sm
)(
∂
∂rl
+
∂
∂sl
)
U(lm)jk(r, s) (2.15)
and
∂2
∂rkrk
Q(r) = − ∂
2
∂rk∂rl
Qkl(r, r) (2.16)
2.1 Fourier Transforms
It is convenient to reformulate the above mathematical relations with the help of Fourier
transforms. The treatment converts the partial spatial derivatives into algebraic operations and
introduces the turbulent energy spectrum in the Fourier wave-number space. The treatment
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makes it easy to formulate the constraints and the objective function explicitly in terms of the
control variables which helps to solve the problem numerically, as to be discussed. Its negative
side is that higher-dimensional integrals are involved in the formulation as indicated by (2.17)
below.
We employ the Fourier transforms,
Uij(r) =
∫
R3
dk U˜ij(k) exp(ık·r), Uijk(r, s) =
∫
R3×R3
dk dl U˜ijk(k, l) exp[ı (k·r+ l·s)] ,
U(ij)kl(r, s) =
∫
R3×R3
dk dl U˜(ij)kl(k, l) exp[ı (k·r+ l·s)] ,
Uijkl(r, s, s
′) =
∫
R3×R3×R3
dk dl dm U˜ijkl(k, l,m) exp[ı (k·r+ l·s+m·s′)] ,
Q(r) =
∫
R3
dk Q˜(k) exp(ık·r), Qj(r) =
∫
R3
dk Q˜j(k) exp(ık·r),
Qjk(r, s) =
∫
R3×R3
dk dl Q˜jk(k, l) exp[ı (k·r+ l·s)] (2.17)
That the correlations in the physical space are real requires that
U˜∗ij(k) = U˜ij(−k), U˜∗ijk(k, l) = U˜ijk(−k,−l), U˜∗(ij)kl(k, l) = U˜(ij)kl(−k,−l),
U˜∗ijkl(k, l,m) = U˜ijkl(−k,−l,−m), Q˜∗(k) = Q˜(−k), Q˜∗j (k) = Q˜j(−k),
Q˜∗jk(k, l) = Q˜jk(−k,−l) (2.18)
where the superscript ∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation.
Substituting (2.17) into (2.9) and (2.10) and combining with (2.18), we obtain
U˜ij(k) = U˜ji(k) = U˜ij(−k) = U˜∗ij(k),
U˜ijk(k, l) = U˜ikj(l,k) = U˜jik(−k− l, l) = U˜kij(−k− l,k) = −U˜ijk(−k,−l) = −U˜∗ijk(k, l),
U˜(ij)kl(k, l) = U˜(ji)kl(k, l) = U˜(ij)lk(l,k) = U˜(ij)kl(−k,−l) = U˜∗(ij)kl(k, l),∫
R3
dl
[
U˜(ij)kl(k + l,−l)− U˜(kl)ij(−k− l, l)
]
= 0,
∫
R3
dl
[
U˜(ij)kl(l,k)− U˜(ik)jl(l,k)
]
= 0,
U˜ijkl(k, l,m) = U˜ijlk(k,m, l) = U˜ilkj(m, l,k) = U˜ikjl(l,k,m) = U˜jikl(−k− l−m, l,m)
= U˜kijl(−k− l−m,k,m) = U˜lijk(−k− l−m,k, l) = U˜ijkl(−k,−l,−m) = U˜∗ijkl(k, l,m),
Q˜(k) = Q˜(−k) = Q˜∗(k), Q˜j(k) = −Q˜j(−k) = −Q˜∗j (k),
Q˜jk(k, l) = Q˜kj(l,k) = Q˜jk(−k,−l) = Q˜∗jk(k, l) (2.19)
which indicate that U˜ij(k), U˜(ij)kl(k, l), U˜ijkl(k, l,m), Q˜(k) and Q˜ij(k, l) are real and U˜ijk(k, l)
and Q˜j(k) are purely imaginary. Next, substitution of (2.17) into (2.11) through (2.16) results
in
kk U˜kj(k) = 0,
(
kk + lk
)
U˜kjl(k, l) = 0, kj U˜kjl(k, l) = 0, kk U˜(ij)kl(k, l) = 0,
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(ki + li +mi) U˜ijkl(k, l,m) = 0, kj U˜ijkl(k, l,m) = 0, kk Q˜k(k) = 0, kk Q˜kl(k, l) = 0 (2.20)
Q˜(k) = −kk kl|k|2
∫
R3
dl Q˜kl(k− l, l) (2.21)
Q˜j(k) = −kl kk|k|2
∫
R3
dl U˜lkj(l,k) (2.22)
Q˜jk(k, l) = −(kl + ll) (km + lm)|k+ l|2 U˜(lm)jk(k, l) (2.23)
∂
∂t
U˜ij(k) + 2 ν |k|2 U˜ij(k) = ı ki Q˜j(k)− ı kj Q˜i(−k) + ı kk
∫
R3
dl
(
U˜ijk(k, l)− U˜jik(−k, l)
)
(2.24)
and
∂
∂t
U˜ijk(k, l) + ν
(|k|2 + |l|2 + |k+ l|2) U˜ijk(k, l)
= ı (ki + li) Q˜jk(k, l)− ı kj Q˜ik(−k− l, l)− ı lk Q˜ij(−k− l,k)
+ ı (kl + ll) U˜(il)jk(k, l)− ı kl U˜(jl)ik(−k− l, l)− ı ll U˜(kl)ij(−k− l,k) (2.25)
In the Fourier wave-number space, the general and the degenerated fourth order correlations
are related through
U˜(ij)kl(k, l) =
∫
R3
dm U˜ijkl(m,k, l) (2.26)
following from the link in (2.9), whose consequences will be explored in Subsection 2.3. Equa-
tions (2.25), (2.23) and (2.26) indicate that the degenerated U˜(IJ)KL plays the role of an inter-
mediate variable between the rate of change of U˜ijk and the general U˜IJKL, if the latter is taken
as the control variable.
2.2 Isotropy
According to [10], it is sufficient to formulate the isotropic forms of the tensor correlations
in the Fourier wave-number space under the supposed isotropy, along with the constraints of
(2.19) and (2.20). We have the well-known
Q˜j(k) = 0 (2.27)
U˜ij(k) =
1
2
(
δij − ki kj
k2
)
U˜kk(k) (2.28)
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and from [10],
U˜ijk(k, l) = ı∆im(m)∆jn(k)∆kp(l)
×
(
km ln kpG1(m, k, l) + δmn kpG2(m, l, k) + δnp kmG2(l, m, k)
+ δpm lnG2(m, k, l)
)
, k+ l +m = 0 (2.29)
where ∆im(m) := δim − mimm/m2 is the second order tensor to enforce the divergence-free
condition from the incompressibility, the two scalar functions contained in (2.29) are real and
possess the symmetry properties of
G1(m, k, l) = −G1(m, l, k) = −G1(k,m, l), G2(m, k, l) = −G2(l, k,m), k + l+m = 0
(2.30)
For the fourth order correlation within the fourth-order model, we encounter two possible
representations, the general U˜ijkl(k, l,m) and the degenerated U˜(ij)kl(k, l), and we need to
derive their isotropic forms, considering that we explore a closure scheme different from the
conventional, such as the quasi-normal or its variants. Obviously, equations (2.21) through
(2.25) involve the degenerated but not the general, which lends one basis to employ only
U˜(ij)kl(k, l). However, the isotropic form of U˜ijkl(k, l,m) provides certain restrictions on the
structure of U˜(ij)kl(k, l) and vice versa, and it also offers certain clarities on the issue of closure,
as to be shown.
We outline the major steps to determine the isotropic form of U˜ijkl(k, l,m) below.
We find first a primary general fourth-order tensor function Φijkl(k, l,m) of wave-number
vectors k, l and m, which contains the arbitrary scalar functions of the invariants of the wave-
numbers, k, l, m, |k+ l|, |l+m| and |m+k|. Next, we need to impose the symmetry properties
of U˜ijkl(k, l,m) listed in (2.19) to restrict the structure of Φijkl; the related algebraic operations
are quite complicated since Φijkl contains a very large number of terms. To avoid this complicity,
we take a different route. Specifically, considering that U˜ijkl needs to satisfy the divergence-free
conditions of (2.20) we employ the projection [10]
U˜IJKL(k, l,m) = ∆Ii(n)∆Jj(k)∆Kk(l)∆Ll(m) Φijkl(k, l,m), n = k+ l+m (2.31)
The multiplication by ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) eliminates many of the terms and the scalar functions
contained in Φijkl to reduce the above expression to
U˜IJKL(k, l,m) = ∆Ii(n)∆Jj(k)∆Kk(l)∆Ll(m) Φ
′
ijkl(k, l,m), n = k+ l+m (2.32)
We then impose the symmetry properties of U˜ijkl directly on the reduced Φ
′
ijkl. The resultant
U˜IJKL of (2.32) satisfies these symmetry properties too, since it can be verified that (2.32) and
(2.19) lead to
∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′ijkl(k, l,m) = ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′ijlk(k,m, l)
= ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′ilkj(m, l,k) = ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′ikjl(l,k,m)
= ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′jikl(−k− l−m, l,m) = ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′kijl(−k− l−m,k,m)
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= ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′lijk(−k− l−m,k, l) = ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m) Φ′ijkl(−k,−l,−m) (2.33)
Each implementation of the symmetry properties on Φ′ijkl results in a fourth-order tensor equa-
tion, a summation of the elements like kiljkkkl with their coefficients composed of the scalar
functions in Φ′ijkl. That is, the equation is a linear algebraic equality of multivariate polynomi-
als of wave-number vector components. For the sake of simplicity, we take the standard form of
multivariate polynomials as the basis and use its linear independence to infer the values of the
coefficients involved. To make the derivation procedure simpler, we start with those symmetries
in (2.19) containing the argument −k− l−m and update the form of Φ′ijkl sequentially.
We may also follow the procedure suggested in [10], by applying the symmetries directly
to U˜IJKL of (2.32) so as to determine Φ
′
ijkl. Here, we face the challenge to deal with the
large number of terms due to the expansion of ∆Ii(n) · · ·∆Ll(m). Whether the two approaches
produce the same result is yet to be resolved.
With a lengthy procedure, we obtain finally
U˜IJKL(k, l,m) =∆Ii(n)∆Jj(k)∆Kk(l)∆Ll(m)
×
(
δij δklD(k, l,m) + δik δjlD(l,k,m) + δil δjkD(m, l,k)
)
, n = k+ l +m
(2.34)
Here, the scalar function D(k, l,m) possesses the symmetry properties of
D(k, l,m) = D(k,m, l) = D(m,k,−k− l−m) = D(l,k,−k− l−m) (2.35)
with (k, l,m) denoting the relevant invariants, (k, l, m, |k + l|, |l + m|, |m + k|). These
invariants will be restricted further to k, l, m and |k+ l+m| by (2.26), as to be demonstrated
in Subsection 2.3.
In the degenerated case of U˜(ij)kl(k, l), we follow the idea similar to the above, enforcing the
associated constraints of the non-integral form in (2.19) and in (2.20) to infer that
U˜(IJ)KL(k, l)
=∆Kk(k)∆Ll(l)
[
δIJ δklD1(k, l, |k+ l|) + (δIk δJl + δIl δJk)D2(k, l, |k+ l|)
+ δIJ lk klD3(k, l, |k+ l|) + (lI kJ + kI lJ) lk klD4(k, l, |k+ l|)
+ kI kJ lk klD5(k, l, |k+ l|) + lI lJ lk klD5(l, k, |k+ l|)
]
(2.36)
where the scalar functions have the symmetry properties of
Di(k, l, |k+ l|) = Di(l, k, |l+ k|), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (2.37)
Next, we insert (2.34) and (2.36) into (2.26) to obtain
D5 = D4 (2.38)
whose derivation will be given in Subsection 2.3. Consequently, (2.36) reduces to
U˜(IJ)KL(k, l)
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=∆Kk(k)∆Ll(l)
[
δIJ δklD1(k, l, |k+ l|) + (δIk δJl + δIl δJk)D2(k, l, |k+ l|)
+ δIJ lk klD3(k, l, |k+ l|) + (kI + lI) (kJ + lJ) lk klD4(k, l, |k+ l|)
]
(2.39)
We further constrain Di by imposing the two integral constraints of (2.19),∫
R3
dm
[
U˜(IJ)KL(m+ k,−m)− U˜(KL)IJ(m+ k,−m)
]
= 0,
∫
R3
dm
[
U˜(IJ)KL(m,k)− U˜(IK)JL(m,k)
]
= 0
Considering the tensor character of these relations, we analyze them in the special coordinate
system where k = (0, 0, k), under k 6= 0, (the case of k = 0 is accounted for through continuity).
Due to the adoption of this special coordinate system, many integrands involved in the above
relations are odd functions of m1 or m2 or are invariant under the interchange between m1
and m2, and thus, the associated integrals are trivial. With a lengthy but straight-forward
procedure to evaluate the above two relations component-wise, we get
∫ +∞
0
dm
∫ m+k
|m−k|
d|m+ k| m|m+ k|
×
[((|m+ k|2 − 2 k2 − 3 kmΘ)(1−Θ2)− 2 |m+ k|2Θ2)D1(|k+m|, m, k)
+
(
2 |m+ k|2 − k2 − 3m2Θ2 − 4 kmΘ
)(
1−Θ2) k2D3(|k+m|, m, k)
− kmΘ (kmΘ+ k2) (1−Θ2) k2D4(|k+m|, m, k)
]
= 0,
∫ +∞
0
dm
∫ m+k
|m−k|
d|m+ k|m |m+ k|
2 −m2
|m+ k|
(
1−Θ2)D2(|k+m|, m, k) = 0,
∫ +∞
0
dm
∫ m+k
|m−k|
d|m+ k|m |m+ k|
[(
1 + Θ2
)(
D1(m, k, |m+ k|)−D2(m, k, |m+ k|)
)
− kmΘ (1−Θ2)D3(m, k, |m+ k|)
]
= 0,
∫ +∞
0
dm
∫ m+k
|m−k|
d|m+ k|m |m+ k|
×
[(
1 + Θ2
)
D1(m, k, |m+ k|)− 2
(
1−Θ2)D2(m, k, |m+ k|)
− kmΘ (1−Θ2)D3(m, k, |m+ k|)
− (kmΘ+m2) (kmΘ+ k2) (1−Θ2)D4(m, k, |m+ k|)
]
= 0,
Θ =
|m+ k|2 −m2 − k2
2 km
(2.40)
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In these integral constraints, we adopt the conventional spherical coordinate system to imple-
ment
∫
R3
dm due to its convenience,
m1 = m sin θ cosφ, m2 = m sin θ sin φ, m3 = m cos θ,
dm = m2 sin θ dmdφ dθ, m ∈ (0,+∞), φ ∈ [0, 2π), θ ∈ [0, π] (2.41)
followed by the change of variables Θ = cos θ and Θ → |m + k| in order to match with the
arguments of the scalar functions involved.
2.3 Relationship Between General and Degenerated Fourth Order
Correlations
In this subsection, we give a rather detailed analysis on what invariants should be involved
in D(k, l,m), why (2.38) needs to hold, and what possibly additional constraints are present
for D, by exploiting fully (2.26). This analysis also helps to simplify the treatment of (2.25) if
one intends to solve for U˜IJKL and D, since (2.25) involves directly U˜(IJ)KL which acts as an
intermediate variable.
Substituting (2.34) and (2.36) into (2.26), we obtain
∆Kk(k)∆Ll(l)
[
δIJ δklD1(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2) + (δIk δJl + δIl δJk)D2(k2, l2, |k+ l|2)
+ δIJ (kk + lk) (kl + ll)D3(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2)
+ (lI kJ + kI lJ) (kk + lk) (kl + ll)D4(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2)
+ kI kJ (kk + lk) (kl + ll)D5(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2)
+ lI lJ (kk + lk) (kl + ll)D5(l
2, k2, |k+ l|2)
]
=∆Kk(k)∆Ll(l)
∫
R3
dm∆Ii(n)∆Jj(m)
(
δij δklD(m,k, l) + δik δjlD(k,m, l)
+ δil δjkD(l,k,m)
)
, n = m+ k+ l (2.42)
Here, we have adopted an equivalent set of (squared) arguments for Di for the sake of conve-
nience in discussion. Equality (2.42) is a tensor equation, and because of this tensor character,
we analyze the equation in the special coordinate system where
k1 = l1 = 0, k+ l = (0, 0, |k+ l|) (2.43)
This is the case of the concerned k and l forming a plane, and the coordinate system is rotated
such that (2.43) holds in the rotated system; The exceptional case of k and l parallel to each
other or zero can be dealt with through the continuous distributions of the scalar functions
and a limiting procedure. This special coordinate system helps to simplify the mathematical
operations and motivates us to adopt the form of (kk + lk)(kl + ll) in the above equation. One
consequence of (2.43) is that both |m+ k + l| and D(m,k, l) are even functions of m1, which
makes many integrals involved in (2.42) automatically zero.
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The interrelationship (2.42) needs to be evaluated component-wise. Firstly, the components
of IJKL = 2311, 3211 result in∫
R3
dm∆2j(n)∆3j(m)D(m,k, l) +
∫
R3
dm∆12(n)∆13(m)
[
D(k,m, l) +D(l,k,m)
]
= 0,
∫
R3
dm∆3j(n)∆2j(m)D(m,k, l) +
∫
R3
dm∆13(n)∆12(m)
[
D(k,m, l) +D(l,k,m)
]
= 0,
n = m+ k + l (2.44)
These two integral equalities supposedly contain only the invariants, k, l and |k+ l|, reflecting
the nature of isotropic turbulence. We have assumed that D depends possibly on the invariants
of k, l and m,
D(k, l,m) = Dˆ
(
k2, l2, m2, |k+ l|2, |l+m|2, |m+ k|2) (2.45)
with
|l+m|2 = l2 +m2 − 2(k2m2 + k3m3 − |k+ l|m3), |m+ k|2 = k2 +m2 + 2(k2m2 + k3m3)
(2.46)
To guarantee the non-explicit presence of components k2 and k3 in (2.44), we need to combine
the above two quantities so as to eliminate the components,
|l+m|2 + |m+ k|2 = k2 + l2 + 2m2 + 2 |k+ l|m3 (2.47)
which in turn can be equivalently replaced by
|k+ l+m|2 = |k+ l|2 +m2 + 2 |k+ l|m3 (2.48)
along with k2, l2 and m2. Next, we need to exclude the presence of |k+ l|2 as an independent
argument in Dˆ of (2.45) in order to satisfy the symmetry property (2.35) and to guarantee
no separate presence of |l + m|2 and |m + k|2 in the integrands of (2.44). Otherwise, such
separate presences would result from the combined effect of both |k+ l|2 as one of the invariant
arguments of (2.45) and the various interchanged positions of k, l and m in D in (2.44). Thus,
to have the desired invariants, k, l and |k + l|, present in (2.44), D depends possibly on the
invariants as follows,
D(m,k, l) = D
(|m+ k+ l|2, m2, k2, l2) (2.49)
constrained by
D
(|k+ l+m|2, k2, l2, m2) = D(|k+ l+m|2, k2, m2, l2) = D(k2, |k+ l+m|2, l2, m2)
= D
(
l2, m2, |k+ l+m|2, k2) (2.50)
following from (2.35).
Under (2.43) and (2.49), we have the property that
|m+ k+ l| and D(m,k, l) are even functions of m1 and m2 and invariant under m1 ↔ m2
(2.51)
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This property guarantees the automatic satisfaction of (2.44) and is used to simplify the con-
straints of other components below.
Secondly, the components of IJ = 12, 13, 21, 31 and the symmetry properties of D and D2,
(2.35) and (2.37), yield
D2(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2) =
∫
R3
dm
(
∆11(n)∆22(m) + ∆12(n)∆12(m)
)
D(k,m, l)
=
∫
R3
dm
(
∆11(n)∆33(m) + ∆13(n)∆13(m)
)
D(k,m, l)
=
∫
R3
dm
(
∆11(n)∆33(m) + ∆13(n)∆13(m)
)
D(l,m,k), n = m+ k+ l
(2.52)
where the integrations are implemented with the help of (2.41).
Thirdly, the components of IJKL = 1111, 2211, 3311 result in
D1(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2)
=
∫
R3
dm∆1j(n)∆1j(m)D(m,k, l) + 2
∫
R3
dm∆12(n)∆12(m)D(k,m, l)
=
∫
R3
dm∆j3(n)∆j3(m)D(m,k, l) + 2
∫
R3
dm∆13(n)∆13(m)D(k,m, l)
=
∫
R3
dm∆1j(n)∆1j(m)D(m,k, l) + 2
∫
R3
dm∆11(n)∆11(m)D(k,m, l)
− 2D2(k2, l2, |k+ l|2), n = m+ k+ l (2.53)
The last equality indicates that these expressions for D1 can also be cast as the expressions for
D2.
Fourthly, the component of IJKL = 1122 leads to
D3(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2) = 2|k+ l|2
∫
R3
dm
(
∆13(n)∆13(m)−∆12(n)∆12(m)
)
D(k,m, l),
n = m+ k + l (2.54)
which provides the integral relationship between D3 and D.
Fifthly, we evaluate the equalities under IJKL = 2222, 2322 and employ the linear inde-
pendent properties of {1, (k2)2} and {1, k3, (k3)2} to obtain
D4 = D5 (2.55)
Finally, the equality from IJKL = 3322 gives
2D2(k
2, l2, |k+ l|2) + |k+ l|2D3(k2, l2, |k+ l|2) + |k+ l|4D4(k2, l2, |k+ l|2)
= 2
∫
R3
dm
(
∆33(n)∆33(m)−∆13(n)∆13(m)
)
D(k,m, l), n = m+ k + l (2.56)
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which provides the integral relationship between D4 and D.
A few comments are worth to make here. The multiple expressions for D2 in (2.52) and
for D1 in (2.53) represent a set of the integral constraints of equality for the scalar function
D. Based on the role played by U˜(IJ)KL as the intermediate variable, these constraints may
also be expectedly derived from the substitution of (2.26) and (2.34) into the tensor equation
of evolution (2.25); the component-wise satisfaction and implementation of the latter produces
these constraints and the dynamical equations (2.58) and (2.59) below. These constraints need
to be imposed explicitly, if U˜IJKL (or D) is adopted as the control variable in the fourth-order
model. This adoption poses a great challenge computationally – how to handle adequately
D(k, l,m) = D(|k+ l +m|2, k2, l2, m2) which results in a larger number of discretized control
variables and constraints, the integrals of higher dimensions, etc. Additionally, there is a subtle
issue in the treatment of U˜IJKL (or D) as a control variable, since the evolution equations,
(2.21) through (2.25), involve only U˜(IJ)KL and additional information contained in the solution
of U˜IJKL expectedly comes from the related constraints and optimization. Next, the required
satisfaction of the constraints for D indicates the difficulty to approximate U˜IJKL appropriately
in terms of lower order correlations as done in a conventional closure scheme, because of the
great difference between the information contents in these correlations of various orders and
various numbers of vectors involved.
2.4 Primary Dynamical Equations of Evolution
With the help of the isotropic forms presented in (2.27) through (2.29) and (2.39) and with
the help of the special coordinate system in which either k = (0, 0, k) or (2.43) holds, we can
derive from (2.24) and (2.25) the following dynamical equations governing the evolution of the
scalar functions U˜kk, G1 and G2,(
∂
∂t
+ 2 ν k2
)
U˜kk(k)
= 4π
∫ +∞
0
dl
∫ l+k
|l−k|
d|k+ l| l |k+ l| (1−Θ2)
×
[
l2 (k + lΘ)
|k+ l|2
(
1−Θ2) k2G1(|k+ l|, k, l) +
(
Θ+
k l (1−Θ2)
|k+ l|2
)
l G2(|k+ l|, k, l)
−
(
2 +
2 l2Θ2 + k lΘ− l2
|k+ l|2
)
k G2(|k+ l|, l, k)
]
, Θ =
|k+ l|2 − k2 − l2
2 k l
(2.57)
(
∂
∂t
+ ν
(
k2 + l2 + |k+ l|2)
)
G1(|k+ l|, k, l) = 0 (2.58)
and (
∂
∂t
+ ν
(
k2 + l2 + |k+ l|2)
)
G2(l, |k+ l|, k) = D2(|k+ l|, k, l)−D2(|k+ l|, l, k) (2.59)
These dynamical equations have several interesting features. The first is that equation (2.57)
is another version of the known (see Equations (52) and (54) of [10]); the change of variables,
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Θ → |k + l|, is adopted to be suitable to the arguments of the scalar functions involved. The
second is that the evolution of G1 has a zero source, the same as Equation (59) of [10]. The
third is that the evolution of G2 is directly affected only by D2, the impacts of D1, D3 and D4
are through the integral constraints of (2.40) and the constraints to be formulated.
With the help of (2.37), we can infer from (2.59) that
(
∂
∂t
+ ν
(
k2 + l2 + |k+ l|2)
)(
G2(l, |k+ l|, k) +G2(|k+ l|, k, l) +G2(k, l, |k+ l|)
)
= 0 (2.60)
which is equivalent to Equation (62) of [10]. Both (2.58) and (2.60) may be useful in the
analysis of asymptotic state solutions at large time.
2.5 Constraints
Within the fourth-order model with U˜(ij)KL, or equivalently Di, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as the control
variables, the following sets of constraints need to be satisfied.
Firstly, we have the constraints of equality (2.37) and (2.40), which involve only the scalar
control variables. These constraints are to guarantee the self-consistency of the definition of
the degenerated fourth order correlation introduced in (2.8).
Secondly, to satisfy the constraints of equality (2.30), we need to impose them on the initial
conditions of G1 and G2, as required and guaranteed by (2.58) and (2.59). The equality of
(2.27) is satisfied automatically, which can be directly verified under k = (0, 0, k).
Thirdly, the non-negativity of the energy spectrum k2 U˜kk(k)/2 requires that
U˜kk(k) ≥ 0 (2.61)
This inequality has several consequences similar to those discussed in PART III [13]. It results in
the positive semi-definiteness of the second order vorticity correlation ω˜iω˜j(k) defined through
ωj(x) = ǫjkl wk,l(x), ωi(x)ωj(y) =
∫
R3
dk ω˜iω˜j(k) cos(k · r), ω˜iω˜j(k) = k2 U˜ij(k) (2.62)
It leads to the following inequality for w˜iω˜j(k),
∣∣∣w˜iω˜j(k)
∣∣∣2 ≤ U˜ii(k) ω˜jω˜j(k), wi(x)ωj(y) = ı
∫
R3
dk w˜iω˜j(k) sin(k · r),
w˜iω˜j(k) =
ı
2
ǫjil kl U˜kk(k) (2.63)
Furthermore, the corresponding inequalities held automatically in the physical space can be
established, as done in [13],
Ui i(0) ≥ 0,
∣∣∣Uij(r)
∣∣∣2 ≤ Ui i(0)Uj j(0),
∣∣∣Uij(r)
∣∣∣ ≤ 1
3
Ukk(0) δi i δj j (2.64)
ωiωi(0) ≥ 0,
(
ωiωj(r)
)2
≤ ωiωi(0) ωjωj(0), ωiωj(r) := −ǫimn ǫjkl ∂
2Umk(r)
∂rn∂rl
(2.65)
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(
wiωj(r)
)2
≤ Ui i(0) ωjωj(0), wiωj(r) := ǫjkl ∂Uik(r)
∂rl
(2.66)
which have the characteristic of spatial degeneracy on the right-hand sides of the inequalities.
Fourthly, besides the above resultant and redundant inequalities, we can also generate the
constraints of inequality involving only the second order correlation by applying the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality,
∣∣ab∣∣2 ≤ aa bb, to structure functions [2] involving only the second order
correlation such as
[wi(y)− wi(x) + α(wi(z′)− wi(z))] [wj(z′)− wj(z)− β(wj(y)− wj(x))],
[wi(y)− wi(x) + α(wi(z′)− wi(z))] [ωj(z′)− ωj(z)− β(ωj(y)− ωj(x))],
[ωi(y)− ωi(x) + α(ωi(z′)− ωi(z))] [ωj(z′)− ωj(z)− β(ωj(y)− ωj(x))], α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0 (2.67)
which results in the following primary constraints of inequality,
[
Uij(s
′ − r)− Uij(s− r)− Uij(s′) + Uij(s) + 2α
(
Uij(0)− Uij(s′ − s)
)
− 2 β
(
Uij(0)− Uij(r)
)
− αβ
(
Uij(s
′ − r)− Uij(s− r)− Uij(s′) + Uij(s)
)]2
≤ 4
[
Ui i(0)− Ui i(r) + α2
(
Ui i(0)− Ui i(s′ − s)
)
+ α
(
Ui i(s
′ − r)− Ui i(s− r)− Ui i(s′) + Ui i(s)
)]
×
[
Uj j(0)− Uj j(s′ − s) + β2
(
Uj j(0)− Uj j(r)
)
− β
(
Uj j(s
′ − r)− Uj j(s− r)− Uj j(s′) + Uj j(s)
)]
, ij = 11, 12 (2.68)
[
wiωj(s
′ − r)− wiωj(s− r)− wiωj(s′) + wiωj(s)
+ αβ
(
wiωj(s
′ − r)− wiωj(s− r)− wiωj(s′) + wiωj(s)
)]2
≤ 4
[
Ui i(0)− Ui i(r) + α2
(
Ui i(0)− Ui i(s′ − s)
)
+ α
(
Ui i(s
′ − r)− Ui i(s− r)− Ui i(s′) + Ui i(s)
)]
×
[
ωjωj(0)− ωjωj(s′ − s) + β2
(
ωjωj(0)− ωjωj(r)
)
− β
(
ωjωj(s
′ − r)− ωjωj(s− r)− ωjωj(s′) + ωjωj(s)
)]
, ij = 11, 12 (2.69)
and [
ωiωj(s
′ − r)− ωiωj(s− r)− ωiωj(s′) + ωiωj(s) + 2α
(
ωiωj(0)− ωiωj(s′ − s)
)
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− 2 β
(
ωiωj(0)− ωiωj(r)
)
− αβ
(
ωiωj(s
′ − r)− ωiωj(s− r)− ωiωj(s′) + ωiωj(s)
)]2
≤ 4
[
ωiωi(0)− ωiωi(r) + α2
(
ωiωi(0)− ωiωi(s′ − s)
)
+ α
(
ωiωi(s
′ − r)− ωiωi(s− r)− ωiωi(s′) + ωiωi(s)
)]
×
[
ωjωj(0)− ωjωj(s′ − s) + β2
(
ωjωj(0)− ωjωj(r)
)
− β
(
ωjωj(s
′ − r)− ωjωj(s− r)− ωjωj(s′) + ωjωj(s)
)]
, ij = 11, 12 (2.70)
Here, each inequality involves essentially a scalar function defined in a high-dimensional space
composed of the components of r, s, s′ and their differences and t. Additional inequalities
can be produced similarly based on other structure functions. We expect that these quadratic
constraints play a significant role to constrain directly the structure of U˜kk and indirectly the
structures of the control variables.
Fifthly, for the higher order correlations, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the
correlations of
wi(x)wj(y)wk(z), wi(x)wj(x)wK(y)wL(z), q(x)q(y), q(x)wi(y)wj(z) (2.71)
Here, more are to be added like the correlations involving wk,l(x), ωj(x), and the structure
functions involving wi(y) − wi(x), ωi(z′) − ωi(z), etc. In the derivations of the primary con-
straints of inequality below, we resort to (2.9) and the interchangeability between the space
vector components {rj , sj}, j = 1, 2, 3, like {r2, s2} ↔ {r1, s1}.
1. For wi(x)wj(y)wk(z), there is only one independent decomposition,∣∣∣Uijk(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ 1
3
δk k Ull(0)U(i i) j j(r, r), U(i i) j j(r, r) ≥ 0 (2.72)
which in turn results in the primary constraints as follows,
U(i i) j j(r, r) ≥ 0, i = 1, j = 1, 2;
∣∣∣Uijk(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ 1
3
Ull(0)U(i i) j j(r, r), ijk = 111, 112, 121, 123 (2.73)
2. In the case of wi(x)wj(x)wK(y)wL(z), we need to decompose the quantity properly such
that the decomposition correlations are resolvable within the fourth-order model,∣∣∣U(ij)KL(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ U(i i) j j(0, 0) U(KK)LL(s− r, s− r),
∣∣∣U(ij)KL(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ U(i i)KK(r, r) U(j j)LL(s, s) (2.74)
whose primary constraints are∣∣∣U(ij)KL(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ U(i i) j j(0, 0) U(KK)LL(s− r, s− r),
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ijKL = 1111, 1112, 1122, 1123, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1233;∣∣∣U(ij)KL(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ U(i i)KK(r, r) U(j j)LL(s, s),
ijKL = 1111, 1112, 1122, 1123, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1221, 1223, 1233 (2.75)
3. For q(x)q(y),
|Q(r)| ≤ Q(0), Q(0) ≥ 0 (2.76)
4. In the case of q(x)wi(y)wj(z), we obtain
∣∣∣Qij(r, s)
∣∣∣2 ≤ Q(0) U(ii)jj(s− r, s− r), ij = 11, 12 (2.77)
Sixthly, we formulate the constraints of inequality on the basis of the requirement that the
variance of products be non-negative,
(
XY −XY )2 ≥ 0, XXY Y ≥ (XY )2 (2.78)
We apply it to the specific cases of
(X, Y ) =
(
wi(x), wj(y)
)
,
(
wi(x), ωj(y)
)
,
(
ωi(x), ωj(y)
)
to generate
U(ii)jj(r, r) ≥
(
Uij(r)
)2
, wi(x)wi(x)ωj(y)ωj(y) ≥
(
wiωj(r)
)2
,
ωi(x)ωi(x)ωj(y)ωj(y) ≥
(
ωiωj(r)
)2
, ij = 11, 12 (2.79)
More such inequalities will be produced like setting X = wk,l(x), wi(y)−wi(x), ωj(z′)−ωj(z),
and so on.
The constraints of equality and inequality listed above are an integral part of the mathemat-
ical setup to model incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The issue of how to deal
with numerous constraints constructed from structure functions and the issue of redundancy
are not addressed; this subject needs to be explored due to its importance to the geometry
and size of the domain of feasible solutions and the computational feasibility. Each of the
above constraints may be rather loose; however, their number is substantial and the very many
such constraints may form a rather tight restriction on Di. These constraints are either linear
or quadratically convex, when discretized, as functions of the discretized control variables Di,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, since (2.57) through (2.59) are of linear structures, similar to that argued in [13].
2.6 Expressions for Correlations in Physical Space
We present here the expressions for the correlations in the physical space which are needed
for the implementation of the constraints formed in the physical space.
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To this end, we substitute (2.21), (2.23), (2.28), (2.29) and (2.39) into (2.17) and then
operate on the resultant expressions with some conventional techniques. The first technique is
to use
kj exp(ık·r) = 1
ı
∂ exp(ık·r)
∂rj
and the like involving lj . With the aid of this technique, we can replace all the wave-number
components of free indexes in the expressions with the corresponding partial derivatives with
respect to rj or sj. For example, we obtain
Uij(r) =
1
2
δij
∫
R3
dk U˜kk(k) exp(ık·r) + 1
2
∂2
∂ri∂rj
∫
R3
dk
1
k2
U˜kk(k) exp(ık·r) (2.80)
The second is the adoption of the spherical coordinate system (2.41), k → (k, φ, θ) and l →
(l, φ′, θ′), in order to introduce r = |r| (and/or s = |s|) into the expressions and to simplify
the integrations analytically. Specifically, under given r and s, we transform/rotate k and
l such that k · r = r k3 and l · s = s l3 (or l · k = k l3 if s is absent and l present). The
third is to integrate θ (θ′) and φ (φ′) analytically, if possible, such as
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ′ f(cos(φ −
φ′)) = 2π
∫ 2pi
0
dφ f(cosφ) = 4π
∫ pi
0
dφ f(cosφ) = 4π
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dφ f(− sinφ), and employ the change
of variables Θ = cos θ, Θ′ = cos θ′, etc.
Using the techniques and procedure outlined, we can derive from (2.17) the following
Q(r)
= 8π2
∫ +∞
0
dk
∫ +∞
0
dl
∫ 1
−1
dΘ′
l2
k2
×
{
D1(|k+ l|, l, k) k2
(
k2 − (k
2 + k · l)2
|k+ l|2 −
(k · l)2
l2
+
(k2 + k · l)
|k+ l|2
(k · l) (k · l+ l2)
l2
)
+
(
2D2(|k+ l|, l, k) + k2D3(|k+ l|, l, k) + k4D4(|k+ l|, l, k)
)
×
(
k2 − (k
2 + k · l)2
|k+ l|2
)(
k2 − (k · l)
2
l2
)}
sin(rk)
rk
,
k · l = k lΘ′, |k+ l|2 = k2 + l2 + 2k · l (2.81)
Uij(r) =
2π
r
{
δij
∫ +∞
0
dk k
(
sin(rk)− sin(rk)
r2k2
+
cos(rk)
rk
)
U˜kk(k)
− rirj
r4
∫ +∞
0
dk
(r2k2 − 3) sin(rk) + 3rk cos(rk)
k
U˜kk(k)
}
(2.82)
QKL(r, s)
= 4π
∫ +∞
0
dk
∫ +∞
0
dl
∫ 1
−1
dΘ
∫ 1
−1
dΘ′
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dφ
k2 l2
|k+ l|2
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×
{
D1(k, l, |k+ l|) |k+ l|2
(
− δKL − 1
k2
∂2
∂rK∂rL
− 1
l2
∂2
∂sK∂sL
+
k · l
k2 l2
∂2
∂rK∂sL
)
+
(
2D2(k, l, |k+ l|) + |k+ l|2D3(k, l, |k+ l|) + |k+ l|4D4(k, l, |k+ l|)
)
×
(
∂
∂sK
− k · l
k2
∂
∂rK
)(
∂
∂rL
− k · l
l2
∂
∂sL
)}
cos(rkΘ+ slΘ′) (2.83)
Uijk(r, s)
= 4π
∫ +∞
0
dk
∫ +∞
0
dl
∫ 1
−1
dΘ
∫ 1
−1
dΘ′
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dφ k2 l2
×
{
−G1(m, k, l)
[
∂
∂ri
− k
2 + k · l
|k+ l|2
(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
)](
∂
∂sj
− k · l
k2
∂
∂rj
)(
∂
∂rk
− k · l
l2
∂
∂sk
)
+G2(m, l, k)
[
δij +
1
k2
∂2
∂ri∂rj
+
1
|k+ l|2
(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
)(
∂
∂rj
+
∂
∂sj
)
− k
2 + k · l
|k+ l|2 k2
(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
)
∂
∂rj
](
∂
∂rk
− k · l
l2
∂
∂sk
)
+G2(l, m, k)
[
∂
∂ri
− k
2 + k · l
|k+ l|2
(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
)]
×
(
δjk +
1
l2
∂2
∂sj∂sk
+
1
k2
∂2
∂rj∂rk
− k · l
k2 l2
∂2
∂rj∂sk
)
+G2(m, k, l)
[
δki +
1
l2
∂2
∂sk∂si
+
1
|k+ l|2
(
∂
∂rk
+
∂
∂sk
)(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
)
− k · l + l
2
|k+ l|2 l2
∂
∂sk
(
∂
∂ri
+
∂
∂si
)](
∂
∂sj
− k · l
k2
∂
∂rj
)}
× cos(rkΘ+ slΘ′) (2.84)
and
U(IJ)KL(r, s)
= 4π
∫ +∞
0
dk
∫ +∞
0
dl
∫ 1
−1
dΘ
∫ 1
−1
dΘ′
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dφ k2 l2
×
{
D1(k, l, |k+ l|) δIJ
(
δKL +
1
k2
∂2
∂rK∂rL
+
1
l2
∂2
∂sK∂sL
− k · l
k2 l2
∂2
∂rK∂sL
)
+D2(k, l, |k+ l|)
(
δIK +
1
k2
∂2
∂rI∂rK
)(
δJL +
1
l2
∂2
∂sJ∂sL
)
+D2(k, l, |k+ l|)
(
δJK +
1
k2
∂2
∂rJ∂rK
)(
δIL +
1
l2
∂2
∂sI∂sL
)
−D3(k, l, |k+ l|) δIJ
(
∂
∂sK
− k · l
k2
∂
∂rK
)(
∂
∂rL
− k · l
l2
∂
∂sL
)
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+D4(k, l, |k+ l|)
(
∂
∂rI
+
∂
∂sI
)(
∂
∂rJ
+
∂
∂sJ
)(
∂
∂sK
− k · l
k2
∂
∂rK
)
×
(
∂
∂rL
− k · l
l2
∂
∂sL
)}
cos(rkΘ+ slΘ′) (2.85)
Here,
k · l = k l
(
ΘΘ′ −
√
1−Θ2
√
1−Θ′2 sin φ
)
, |k+ l|2 = k2 + l2 + 2k · l (2.86)
are used in (2.83) through (2.85).
The integrals can be evaluated numerically with the help of software packages like CUBA
([4], [5], [6]).
2.7 Objective Function
Within the supposed incompressibility, homogeneity and isotropy, we have set up a mathemat-
ical structure with the correlations up to the fourth order, without additional approximations
involved. This structure contains three fundamental elements: One is the primary dynamical
equations of evolution for U˜kk, G1 and G2, (2.57) through (2.59). The second is a set of linear
equality constraints and a set of linear and quadratic inequality constraints listed in Subsection
2.5. The third is the scalar functions D1, D2, D3 and D4, yet to be determined.
Due to the linear forms of the dynamical equations (2.57) through (2.59), U˜kk(t), G1(t) and
G2(t) can be formally solved in terms of D2(τ), τ ≤ t, under appropriate initial conditions.
As a consequence, the above-mentioned three elements effectively result in a mathematical
structure of linear and quadratic constraints intrinsic for D1, D2, D3 and D4 in incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
It is known from the closure problem of turbulence that this mathematical structure of
intrinsic constraints allows many feasible solutions for Di to exist, under an initial condition
given; and a specific closure tends to reduce the number of solutions. A conventional closure
scheme, like the quasi-normal, essentially adds another set of equality constraints, and these
added ones may not be compatible with the intrinsic, as specifically demonstrated in [8] and
[9]. Considering the big number and various origins of the intrinsic constraints, we expect
that any such closures will have the difficulty to satisfy them. This observation leads to the
option to bypass the conventional: one objective function is introduced which is to be optimized
under the intrinsic constraints, with D1, D2, D3 and D4 as the control variables. That is, the
turbulence modeling problem is transformed into an optimal control problem.
The question now is what objective function is to be adopted. We select tentatively the
turbulent energy Ukk(0), based on the following considerations. The first is that it reflects the
accumulative impact of the third and fourth order correlations, as indicated by the dynamical
equations (2.57) through (2.59). The second is that it is an invariant trace of the second order
correlation tensor or matrix and it may be used to quantify the spread-out of the probability
density function of the fluctuations, as argued in PART I [11]. The third is that it results in a
linear (and concave) function of D1, D2, D3 and D4 to be maximized, which have the advantage
to be more easily dealt with from a computational perspective, unlike any other invariants of
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the second order correlations. It then follows that
Ukk(0) =
∫
R3
dk U˜kk(k) = 4π
∫ +∞
0
dk k2 U˜kk(k) to be maximized (2.87)
for the problem of our concern here. The objective is a linear function of the control variables
D1, D2, D3 and D4, when discretized, with U˜kk, G1 and G2 as the primary state variables and
under the intrinsic constraints listed in Subsection 2.5. The present optimization problem is a
second-order cone programming problem [7].
We mention that there is a thermodynamic setting underlying the Navier-Stokes equations
(2.1) in that ν ≥ 0 for an incompressible Newtonian fluid is imposed on the basis of the second
law of thermodynamics. Dealing with the statistical average of the hydrodynamic turbulent
fluctuations, we construct the present formulation from the perspective of information theory
regarding the objective function; The intrinsic constraints result from the mathematical average
operation – the supposed isotropy and the applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and
the non-negativity of the variance of products to the elementary correlation functions and the
structure functions; The impact of the Navier-Stokes equations is reflected by the dynamical
equations. We have not included any constraint built on the basis of specific physical models,
considering its potential incompatibility with the intrinsic ones.
2.8 General Properties
Some mathematical properties of the SOCP problem can be established straight-forwardly.
We have the known relation of
∂
∂t
Ujj(0) = 2 ν
∂2
∂rk∂rk
Ujj(r)
∣∣∣∣
r=0
= −2 ν
∫
R3
dk k2 U˜kk(k) < 0 (2.88)
following from (2.12), (2.17), (2.27), (2.29) and (2.61). This monotonic decay is expected
physically due to the lacking of external energy supply and the effect of viscous dissipation.
Next, we have that
if {D1, D2, D3, D4, G1, G2, U˜kk} is an optimal solution,
then λ {D1, D2, D3, D4, G1, G2, U˜kk}, λ ∈ (0, 1], is an optimal solution too. (2.89)
Here, the restriction of the scaling factor λ ≤ 1 comes from (2.79).
Thirdly, a known scaling property of the Navier-Stokes equations implies that under the
transformation of{
t, k, r, D1, D2, D3, D4, G1, G2, U˜kk
}
→
{
t/ν, k, r, ν4D1, ν
4D2, ν
4D3, ν
4D4, ν
3G1, ν
3G2, ν
2U˜kk
}
(2.90)
the kinematic viscosity ν will be removed from the resultant SOCP problem whose mathematical
equations have the same forms as the original under ν = 1.
Compared with the formulation of [10] and [14], the present is much more complex mathe-
matically and computationally, resulting from the different closure strategies underlying.
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3 Asymptotic State Solutions
To test the SOCP problem above against the experimental and DNS data, we focus on
the asymptotic states of decaying at large time, which are characterized within the present
framework by certain conditions to be specified below.
First, as pointed out in [10], dynamical equations (2.58) and (2.60) can be solved directly
for G1(|k + l|, k, l, t) and G2(l, |k + l|, k, t) + G2(|k + l|, k, l, t) + G2(k, l, |k+ l|, t) which decay
exponentially with time under k 6= 0 or l 6= 0. Consequently, we take these quantities as
essentially trivial at large time to characterize the asymptotic states,
G1(m, k, l, t) = 0, m+ k+ l = 0 (3.1)
and
G2(l, m, k, t) +G2(m, k, l, t) +G2(k, l,m, t) = 0, l +m+ k = 0 (3.2)
Here, we have removed the singularity of k = 0 and l = 0, motivated by the supposed continuous
distributions of G1 and G2 in the wave number space for all time, especially in the limit of
t→ +∞. Of course, the above two hold if we take G1 = 0 and G2 = 0 as the initial conditions
for the artificial transient phase before the asymptotic states emerge.
Next, from a numerical simulation perspective and the consideration of simplicity, there is
the necessity for the adoption of a finite support for D1, D2, D3 and D4, and consequently finite
supports for G2 and U˜kk following from (2.57) and (2.59); Let maxk denote the adopted constant
upper bound for k, which makes it convenient and less time-consuming the computation of the
integrals involved in those constraints formed in the physical space and the objective. To
normalize the finite supports with maxk and to remove ν from the asymptotic state solutions,
we introduce the non-dimensional scalings through
t =
tˆ
ν (maxk)2
, k = maxk kˆ, U˜kk(k, t) =
ν2 U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ)
maxk
, G2(l, m, k, t) =
ν3G
(a)
2 (lˆ, mˆ, kˆ, tˆ)
(maxk)4
,
D1(m, k, l, t) =
ν4D
(a)
1 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
(maxk)2
, D2(m, k, l, t) =
ν4D
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
(maxk)2
,
D3(m, k, l, t) =
ν4D
(a)
3 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
(maxk)4
, D4(m, k, l, t) =
ν4D
(a)
4 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
(maxk)6
(3.3)
which is an extension of (2.90). It then follows that the correlations in the physical space are
scaled through
r =
rˆ
maxk
, Uij(r, t) = (ν maxk)
2 U
(a)
ij (rˆ, tˆ), wiωj(r, t) = ν
2(maxk)3wiωj
(a)(rˆ, tˆ),
ωiωj(r, t) = ν
2(maxk)4 ωiωj
(a)(rˆ, tˆ), Uijk(r, s, t) = (ν maxk)
3 U
(a)
ijk (rˆ, sˆ, tˆ),
U(IJ)KL(r, s, t) = (ν maxk)
4 U
(a)
(IJ)KL(rˆ, sˆ, tˆ), Q(r, t) = (ν maxk)
4Q(a)(rˆ, tˆ),
QKL(r, s, t) = (ν maxk)
4Q
(a)
KL(rˆ, sˆ, tˆ), wi(x)wj(x)ωk(y)ωl(z) = ν
4(maxk)6wiwjωkωl
(a)(rˆ, sˆ, tˆ),
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ωi(x)ωj(x)ωk(y)ωl(z) = ν
4(maxk)8 ωiωjωkωl
(a)(rˆ, sˆ, tˆ), · · · (3.4)
Under the above scalings, (2.57) and (2.59) are, respectively, transformed into
(
∂
∂tˆ
+ 2 kˆ2
)
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ)
= 4π
∫ 1
0
dlˆ
∫ min(1,lˆ+kˆ)
|lˆ−kˆ|
d|kˆ+ lˆ| lˆ |kˆ+ lˆ| (1−Θ2)
×
[
−
(
2 +
2 lˆ2Θ2 + kˆ lˆΘ− lˆ2
|kˆ+ lˆ|2
)
kˆ G
(a)
2 (|kˆ+ lˆ|, lˆ, kˆ, tˆ)
+
(
Θ+
kˆ lˆ (1−Θ2)
|kˆ+ lˆ|2
)
lˆ G
(a)
2 (|kˆ+ lˆ|, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
]
, Θ =
|kˆ+ lˆ|2 − kˆ2 − lˆ2
2 kˆ lˆ
(3.5)
and(
∂
∂tˆ
+ kˆ2 + lˆ2 + |kˆ+ lˆ|2
)
G
(a)
2 (lˆ, |kˆ+ lˆ|, kˆ, tˆ) = D(a)2 (|kˆ+ lˆ|, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)−D(a)2 (|kˆ+ lˆ|, lˆ, kˆ, tˆ) (3.6)
All the constraints listed in Subsection 2.5 and constraint (3.2) maintain the same structures
after the transformation – the mere replacement of the original dimensional quantities with the
corresponding dimensionless. The definition of support itself implies that
D
(a)
j (kˆ, mˆ, lˆ, tˆ) = G
(a)
2 (kˆ, mˆ, lˆ, tˆ) = 0, kˆ ≥ 1 or mˆ ≥ 1 or lˆ ≥ 1; U˜ (a)kk (kˆ, tˆ) = 0, kˆ ≥ 1 (3.7)
Here, the inclusion of > 1 is to account for the operations like kˆ→ −kˆ− lˆ, mˆ = kˆ + lˆ→ −kˆ,
etc. The objective function in (2.87) takes the equivalent form of
∫ 1
0
dkˆ kˆ2 U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ) to be maximized at each and every great tˆ (3.8)
We have thus a transformed SOCP problem for the asymptotic states with the magnitude of
its wave-numbers bounded by 1 and parameter-free.
Thirdly, under the above scaling, (2.88) becomes
∂
∂tˆ
U
(a)
jj (0, tˆ) = −8π
∫ 1
0
dkˆ kˆ4 U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ) < 0 (3.9)
The question is whether the linear forms of (3.5) and (3.6) and the decaying behavior of (3.9)
result in the automatic satisfaction of the variance inequalities (2.79) at large time in the
asymptotic states.
Computationally, we need to integrate (3.5) and (3.6) starting from tˆ = 0 with appropriately
prescribed initial conditions for U˜
(a)
kk and G
(a)
2 that satisfies the constraints (2.61) and (2.30),
and there is an artificial transient phase before the emergence of the asymptotic states.
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3.1 Sub-model
For the numerical simulation of the asymptotic states, we need to discretize the unit cube
support D(a) = [0, 1]3 for D(a)1 , D(a)2 , D(a)3 , D(a)4 and G(a)2 , the constraints and (3.5) and (3.6),
and we obtain a large-scale SOCP problem. To have a rough estimate about the number of
discrete variables involved, we take a uniform mesh size of 1/50 along each edge of the cube
which results in 513 nodes for the mesh, and accordingly, there are 513 × 5 discrete variables
associated with D
(a)
j and G
(a)
2 at each discretized time instant. Meanwhile, there are a large
number of the discretized constraints to be imposed. Based on this estimate and the computing
resources available, we will focus on the asymptotic states of the sub-model which involves only
the second and the third order correlations, (2.30), (2.61), (2.68) through (2.70), (3.2), (3.5),
(3.7) and (3.8), which are recorded below.
(
∂
∂tˆ
+ 2 kˆ2
)
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ)
= 4π
∫ 1
0
dlˆ
∫ min(1,lˆ+kˆ)
|lˆ−kˆ|
dmˆ lˆ mˆ
(
1−Θ2)
×
[
−
(
2 +
2 lˆ2Θ2 + kˆ lˆΘ− lˆ2
mˆ2
)
kˆ G
(a)
2 (mˆ, lˆ, kˆ, tˆ)
+
(
Θ+
kˆ lˆ (1−Θ2)
mˆ2
)
lˆ G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
]
, Θ =
mˆ2 − kˆ2 − lˆ2
2 kˆ lˆ
(3.10)
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ) ≥ 0 (3.11)
[
U
(a)
ij (sˆ
′ − rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)ij (sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)ij (sˆ′, tˆ) + U (a)ij (sˆ, tˆ)
+ 2α
(
U
(a)
ij (0, tˆ)− U (a)ij (sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ)
)
− 2 β
(
U
(a)
ij (0, tˆ)− U (a)ij (rˆ, tˆ)
)
− αβ
(
U
(a)
ij (sˆ
′ − rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)ij (sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)ij (sˆ′, tˆ) + U (a)ij (sˆ, tˆ)
)]2
≤ 4
[
U
(a)
i i (0, tˆ)− U (a)i i (rˆ, tˆ) + α2
(
U
(a)
i i (0, tˆ)− U (a)i i (sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ)
)
+ α
(
U
(a)
i i (sˆ
′ − rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)i i (sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)i i (sˆ′, tˆ) + U (a)i i (sˆ, tˆ)
)]
×
[
U
(a)
j j (0, tˆ)− U (a)j j (sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ) + β2
(
U
(a)
j j (0, tˆ)− U (a)j j (rˆ, tˆ)
)
− β
(
U
(a)
j j (sˆ
′ − rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)j j (sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)j j (sˆ′, tˆ) + U (a)j j (sˆ, tˆ)
)]
, ij = 11, 12 (3.12)
[
wiωj
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− wiωj(a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− wiωj(a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + wiωj(a)(sˆ, tˆ)
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+ αβ
(
wiωj
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− wiωj(a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− wiωj(a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + wiωj(a)(sˆ, tˆ)
)]2
≤ 4
[
U
(a)
i i (0, tˆ)− U (a)i i (rˆ, tˆ) + α2
(
U
(a)
i i (0, tˆ)− U (a)i i (sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ)
)
+ α
(
U
(a)
i i (sˆ
′ − rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)i i (sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− U (a)i i (sˆ′, tˆ) + U (a)i i (sˆ, tˆ)
)]
×
[
ωjωj
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωjωj(a)(sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ) + β2
(
ωjωj
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωjωj(a)(rˆ, tˆ)
)
− β
(
ωjωj
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− ωjωj (a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− ωjωj(a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + ωjωj (a)(sˆ, tˆ)
)]
, ij = 11, 12
(3.13)
[
ωiωj
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− ωiωj(a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− ωiωj(a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + ωiωj(a)(sˆ, tˆ)
+ 2α
(
ωiωj
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωiωj (a)(sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ)
)
− 2 β
(
ωiωj
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωiωj (a)(rˆ, tˆ)
)
− αβ
(
ωiωj
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− ωiωj (a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− ωiωj (a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + ωiωj (a)(sˆ, tˆ)
)]2
≤ 4
[
ωiωi
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωiωi(a)(rˆ, tˆ) + α2
(
ωiωi
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωiωi(a)(sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ)
)
+ α
(
ωiωi
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− ωiωi(a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− ωiωi(a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + ωiωi(a)(sˆ, tˆ)
)]
×
[
ωjωj
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωjωj(a)(sˆ′ − sˆ, tˆ) + β2
(
ωjωj
(a)(0, tˆ)− ωjωj(a)(rˆ, tˆ)
)
− β
(
ωjωj
(a)(sˆ′ − rˆ, tˆ)− ωjωj (a)(sˆ− rˆ, tˆ)− ωjωj(a)(sˆ′, tˆ) + ωjωj (a)(sˆ, tˆ)
)]
, ij = 11, 12
(3.14)
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (lˆ, kˆ, mˆ, tˆ) = 0, mˆ+ kˆ + lˆ = 0 (3.15)
G
(a)
2 (lˆ, mˆ, kˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) + G
(a)
2 (kˆ, lˆ, mˆ, tˆ) = 0, lˆ+ mˆ+ kˆ = 0 (3.16)
G
(a)
2 (kˆ, mˆ, lˆ, tˆ) = 0, kˆ ≥ 1 or mˆ ≥ 1 or lˆ ≥ 1 (3.17)
∣∣∣G(a)2 (kˆ, mˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
∣∣∣ ≤ 1 (3.18)
and
∫ 1
0
dkˆ kˆ2 U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ) to be maximized at each and every great tˆ (3.19)
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Here, the addition of (3.18) is to preserve the scaling property of (2.89) for the sub-model,
due to the non-enforceability of (2.79); The upper bound is normalized to the unity, allowed
by the scaling property of the equations involved; This bound restricts the feasible domain,
and thus, it plays the role of reducing computing time. The above is a SOCP problem when
discretized. We should mention that within the sub-model, the equality constraint (2.27) is
satisfied automatically which lends the basis to take (3.10). Also, the general property, (2.88)
or (3.9), holds within the sub-model.
The constraints of (3.15) and (3.16) can be simplified for the sake of numerical simulation.
Under (3.15), the equality constraint (3.16) reduces to and is equivalent to
G
(a)
2 (lˆ, mˆ, kˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (kˆ, lˆ, mˆ, tˆ) = 0, kˆ < lˆ < mˆ ≤ kˆ + lˆ, mˆ = −kˆ− lˆ
(3.20)
To prove this claim, we first infer from (3.15) the following two specific representations com-
patible with (3.17),
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (lˆ, kˆ, mˆ, tˆ) = 0,
∣∣kˆ − lˆ∣∣ ≤ mˆ ≤ min{kˆ + lˆ, 1}, 0 ≤ kˆ, lˆ ≤ 1 (3.21)
and
G
(a)
2 (lˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) = 0, 0 ≤ kˆ ≤ min
{
2 lˆ, 1
}
, 0 ≤ lˆ ≤ 1;
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (lˆ, kˆ, mˆ, tˆ) = 0, mˆ− lˆ ≤ kˆ ≤ min
{
mˆ+ lˆ, 1
}
, 0 ≤ lˆ < mˆ ≤ 1 (3.22)
using |kˆ − lˆ| ≤ |kˆ+ lˆ| ≤ kˆ + lˆ and the like. Next, we verify the equivalence between (3.16) and
(3.20) under (3.15), (3.21) and (3.22) in the three cases of mˆ = lˆ, mˆ > lˆ and mˆ < lˆ, respectively.
The case, mˆ = lˆ, is trivial in that (3.16) is satisfied by (3.21) and (3.22)1 if kˆ ≥ lˆ and by (3.22)
if kˆ < lˆ. The case, mˆ > lˆ, includes three subcases: kˆ = lˆ, kˆ < lˆ and kˆ > lˆ. For kˆ = lˆ, (3.16)
is satisfied by (3.22). For kˆ < lˆ, (3.16) is satisfied by (3.20). Subcase kˆ > lˆ contains two
possibilities of mˆ ≥ kˆ > lˆ and kˆ ≥ mˆ > lˆ: the first possibility is equivalent to Subcase kˆ < lˆ,
which can be demonstrated with (3.15) and (3.22); the second possibility is equivalent to the
first. The last case, mˆ < lˆ, is equivalent to the case of mˆ > lˆ, which can be verified with the
application of (3.15) to (3.16).
We can argue for the equivalence between (3.21) and (3.22) based on that (3.22) can be
rewritten in the equivalent form of
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) +G
(a)
2 (lˆ, kˆ, mˆ, tˆ) = 0, mˆ− lˆ ≤ kˆ ≤ min
{
mˆ+ lˆ, 1
}
, 0 ≤ lˆ, mˆ ≤ 1 (3.23)
The equivalence between (3.15) and (3.21) comes from that the latter is a specific representation
of the former and the latter implies the former in that for any mˆ, kˆ and lˆ with mˆ+ kˆ + lˆ = 0
involved in (3.15), mˆ = −(kˆ + lˆ) and mˆ = |kˆ+ lˆ| ∈ [|kˆ − lˆ|, kˆ + lˆ], there exist a corresponding
set of {kˆ, lˆ, mˆ} in (3.21). Consequently, (3.15) and (3.22) are equivalent.
The above results imply that we can replace (3.15) and (3.16) with (3.20) and (3.22) in
numerical simulations.
At every fixed time instant tˆ, each of the constraints, (3.12) through (3.14), involves a scalar
function of the components of rˆ, sˆ, sˆ′ and their differences and the non-negative constants α
and β to be fixed. To make the SOCP problem computationally feasible, under specifically
fixed α and β, an adequate set of the collocation points in the physical space has to be selected
at which the constraints are to be imposed.
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3.2 Discretization Scheme
To carry out the numerical simulation, we discretize the unit cubic support [0, 1]3 with a
structured hexahedral mesh of uniform size δkˆ,
D
G
(a)
2
=
N−1⋃
n1=1
N−1⋃
n2=1
N−1⋃
n3=1
H(n1, n2, n3),
H(n1, n2, n3) = [kn1, kn1 + δkˆ)× [kn2, kn2 + δkˆ)× [kn3, kn3 + δkˆ) (3.24)
The half-open intervals are adopted to avoid double counting in the evaluation of G
(a)
2 ; the end
interval of each axis should be closed to represent fully the closed support, which is not crucial
in practice due to the enforcement of (3.17).
The distribution of G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) in cubic cellH(n1, n2, n3) is approximated by the tri-linear
distribution,
GTL2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ;n1, n2, n3)
=G
(0)
2 (n1 + 1, n2 + 1, n3 + 1, tˆ)
mˆ− kn1
δkˆ
kˆ − kn2
δkˆ
lˆ − kn3
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1 + 1, n2, n3 + 1, tˆ)
mˆ− kn1
δkˆ
kn2+1 − kˆ
δkˆ
lˆ − kn3
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1, n2 + 1, n3 + 1, tˆ)
kn1+1 − mˆ
δkˆ
kˆ − kn2
δkˆ
lˆ − kn3
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3 + 1, tˆ)
kn1+1 − mˆ
δkˆ
kn2+1 − kˆ
δkˆ
lˆ − kn3
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1 + 1, n2 + 1, n3, tˆ)
mˆ− kn1
δkˆ
kˆ − kn2
δkˆ
kn3+1 − lˆ
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1 + 1, n2, n3, tˆ)
mˆ− kn1
δkˆ
kn2+1 − kˆ
δkˆ
kn3+1 − lˆ
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1, n2 + 1, n3, tˆ)
kn1+1 − mˆ
δkˆ
kˆ − kn2
δkˆ
kn3+1 − lˆ
δkˆ
+G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ)
kn1+1 − mˆ
δkˆ
kn2+1 − kˆ
δkˆ
kn3+1 − lˆ
δkˆ
(3.25)
where G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ) denotes the value of G
(a)
2 at node (n1, n2, n3) at time instant tˆ. The
distribution of G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) in DG(a)2 is approximated by
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ) =
N−1∑
n1, n2, n3 =1
χ[kn1 , kn1+1)(mˆ)χ[kn2 , kn2+1)(kˆ)χ[kn3 , kn3+1)(lˆ)G
TL
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ;n1, n2, n3)
(3.26)
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where χ[kn1 , kn1+1) and the like are the characteristic functions.
The direct constraints for G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ) can be established by the substitution of (3.25)
into (3.17), (3.18), (3.20) and (3.22). First, the boundary conditions of the finite support (3.17)
require that
G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ) = 0, n1 = N or n2 = N or n3 = N (3.27)
Next, we evaluate the specific representation of symmetry (3.22) at the nodes and the mid-
points between the nodes to obtain
G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n1, tˆ) = 0, 1 ≤ n2 ≤ min{2n1, N − 1}, 1 ≤ n1 ≤ N − 1;
G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ) +G
(0)
2 (n3, n2, n1, tˆ) = 0,
n3 − n1 ≤ n2 ≤ min{n1 + n3, N − 1}, 1 ≤ n1 < n3 ≤ N − 1 (3.28)
Thirdly, the evaluations of the asymptotic state constraint (3.20) at the nodes and the mid-
points between the nodes result in
G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ) +G
(0)
2 (n2, n3, n1, tˆ) +G
(0)
2 (n3, n1, n2, tˆ) = 0,
1 ≤ n1 ≤ n2 + 1, n2 ≤ n3 + 1, n3 ≤ min{n1 + n2, N − 1} (3.29)
Finally, the bound constraint (3.18) leads to
∣∣∣G(0)2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ)
∣∣∣ ≤ 1 (3.30)
To implement constraints (3.11) through (3.14), we need to represent U˜
(a)
kk in terms of G
(a)
2
by solving (3.10). To this end, we integrate (3.10) in the time interval τ ∈ [tˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ] to get
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
= exp
(− 2 kˆ2 δtˆ) U˜ (a)kk (kˆ, tˆ)
+ 4π
∫ 1
0
dlˆ
∫ min(1,lˆ+kˆ)
|lˆ−kˆ|
dmˆ lˆ mˆ
(
1−Θ2)
×
[
−
(
2 +
2 lˆ2Θ2 + kˆ lˆΘ− lˆ2
mˆ2
)
kˆ
∫ tˆ+δtˆ
tˆ
dτ exp
[
2 kˆ2
(
τ − tˆ− δtˆ)]G(a)2 (mˆ, lˆ, kˆ, τ)
+
(
Θ+
kˆ lˆ (1−Θ2)
mˆ2
)
lˆ
∫ tˆ+δtˆ
tˆ
dτ exp
[
2 kˆ2
(
τ − tˆ− δtˆ)]G(a)2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, τ)
]
,
Θ =
mˆ2 − kˆ2 − lˆ2
2 kˆ lˆ
(3.31)
we then approximate G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, τ) in a linear fashion,
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, τ) =G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
tˆ+ δtˆ− τ
δtˆ
+G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
τ − tˆ
δtˆ
, τ ∈ [tˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ] (3.32)
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and integrate
∫ tˆ+δtˆ
tˆ
dτ analytically to obtain
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
= exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ) U˜ (a)kk (kˆ, tˆ)
− π
16 δtˆ
1− (1 + 2 kˆ2 δtˆ) exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ7
×
∫ 1
0
dlˆ
lˆ
∫ min(1,lˆ+kˆ)
|lˆ−kˆ|
dmˆ
mˆ
(
mˆ4 + kˆ4 + lˆ4 − 2 kˆ2 lˆ2 − 2 kˆ2 mˆ2 − 2 lˆ2 mˆ2
)
×
[(
mˆ4 − kˆ4 − lˆ4 + 2 kˆ2 lˆ2
)
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ)
−
(
mˆ4 + lˆ4 − kˆ2 lˆ2 + 3 kˆ2 mˆ2 − 2 lˆ2 mˆ2
)
2G
(a)
2 (mˆ, lˆ, kˆ, tˆ)
]
+
π
16 δtˆ
1− 2 kˆ2 δtˆ− exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ7
×
∫ 1
0
dlˆ
lˆ
∫ min(1,lˆ+kˆ)
|lˆ−kˆ|
dmˆ
mˆ
(
mˆ4 + kˆ4 + lˆ4 − 2 kˆ2 lˆ2 − 2 kˆ2 mˆ2 − 2 lˆ2 mˆ2
)
×
[(
mˆ4 − kˆ4 − lˆ4 + 2 kˆ2 lˆ2
)
G
(a)
2 (mˆ, kˆ, lˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
−
(
mˆ4 + lˆ4 − kˆ2 lˆ2 + 3 kˆ2 mˆ2 − 2 lˆ2 mˆ2
)
2G
(a)
2 (mˆ, lˆ, kˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
]
(3.33)
Next, substituting (3.26) into (3.33) and integrating
∫ min{1,lˆ+kˆ,kˆn1+1}
max{|lˆ−kˆ|,kˆn1}
dmˆ analytically (if desired)
result in
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
= exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ) U˜ (a)kk (kˆ, tˆ)
− π
16 δtˆ
1− (1 + 2 kˆ2 δtˆ) exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ7
×
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ)Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ)
+
π
16 δtˆ
1− 2 kˆ2 δtˆ− exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ7
×
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ+ δtˆ)Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ)
(3.34)
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Here, each Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ) involves corresponding 1-dimensional integrals
∫ kˆn2+1
kˆn2
dlˆ and∫ kˆn3+1
kˆn3
dlˆ or 2-dimensional integrals (if the above-mentioned analytical integration not imple-
mented) ∫ kˆn2+1
kˆn2
dlˆ
∫ min{1,lˆ+kˆ,kˆn1+1}
max{|lˆ−kˆ|,kˆn1}
dmˆ,
∫ kˆn3+1
kˆn3
dlˆ
∫ min{1,lˆ+kˆ,kˆn1+1}
max{|lˆ−kˆ|,kˆn1}
dmˆ
The details of Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ) are not given here due to the cumbersomeness and they
can be easily inferred from the procedure listed above.
We can now select a finite set of collocation points for kˆ ∈ (0, 1) to enforce (3.11),
U˜
(a)
kk (kˆm, tˆ+ δtˆ) ≥ 0, m = 1, · · · ,M (3.35)
For the evaluation of (3.12) through (3.14), we resort to the straight-forwardly derived
1
2π
U
(a)
ij (rˆ, tˆ+ δtˆ)
=
∫ 1
0
dkˆ Fij(rˆ, kˆ) exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ) U˜ (a)kk (kˆ, tˆ)
− π
16 δtˆ
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ)
×
∫ 1
0
dkˆ Fij(rˆ, kˆ)
1− (1 + 2 kˆ2 δtˆ) exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ7
Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ)
+
π
16 δtˆ
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ+ δtˆ)
×
∫ 1
0
dkˆ Fij(rˆ, kˆ)
1− 2 kˆ2 δtˆ− exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ7
Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ)
(3.36)
where
Fij(rˆ, kˆ) := δij kˆ
(
sin(rˆkˆ)
rˆ
− sin(rˆkˆ)
rˆ3kˆ2
+
cos(rˆkˆ)
rˆ2kˆ
)
− rˆirˆj
rˆ5
(rˆ2kˆ2 − 3) sin(rˆkˆ) + 3rˆkˆ cos(rˆkˆ)
kˆ
(3.37)
With the help of (3.34), the objective function of (3.19) can be recast, at tˆ + δtˆ, in the
equivalent form of
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ + δtˆ)
×
∫ 1
0
dkˆ
1− 2 kˆ2 δtˆ− exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ5
Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ) (3.38)
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To carry out the numerical simulation of the discretized SOCP problem above, we need to
start from tˆ = 0 and fix the time step δtˆ. We notice the inconsistency between this tˆ = 0 and
the supposed asymptotic states at large time; Computationally, we adopt appropriate initial
conditions for U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, 0) and G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, 0) satisfying the discretized constraints above, solve
for G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, δtˆ) and U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, δtˆ) through the optimization, sequentially in time, and expect
the asymptotic state solutions to emerge from these artificial transient states.
The dimensionless turbulent energy at tˆ+ δtˆ is
U
(a)
kk (0, tˆ+ δtˆ)
= 4π
∫ 1
0
dkˆ kˆ2 exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ) U˜ (a)kk (kˆ, tˆ)
− π
2
4 δtˆ
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ)
×
∫ 1
0
dkˆ
1− (1 + 2 kˆ2 δtˆ) exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ5
Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ)
+
π2
4 δtˆ
N−1∑
n1,n2,n3=1
1∑
m1,m2,m3=0
G
(0)
2 (n1 +m1, n2 +m2, n3 +m3, tˆ+ δtˆ)
×
∫ 1
0
dkˆ
1− 2 kˆ2 δtˆ− exp(−2 kˆ2 δtˆ)
kˆ5
Mm1m2m3(n1, n2, n3; kˆ) (3.39)
which can be computed with the known U˜
(a)
kk (kˆ, tˆ) and G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ) and the newly solved
G
(0)
2 (n1, n2, n3, tˆ+ δtˆ).
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